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DOMETIC COOLFUN CK
40D HYBRID Portable

hybrid cooler and freezer 
        

   

   

  

Product description:  

A multi-purpose fridge and freezer, this hybrid compressor cooler is highly efficient and provides
excellent performance.

Room to cool
Vertical space for 1.5 and 2 l bottles

At a glance
Easy-to-read digital temperature display while in compressor mode

Easy to handle
Deep-freeze function can even keep perishable food fresh

Hybrid cooler and freezer
Are you looking for a highly efficient cooling appliance for the patio, the garden cottage or garage
workshop? Ideally, also for the car or recreational vehicle? Then the Dometic CoolFun CK 40D
HYBRID is just what you need: two cooling technologies, two connection options and a generous
capacity of 38 litres. Powerful compressor cooling on the 230-volt mains, thermoelectric cooling
on a 12-volt vehicle battery – this hybrid cooling box can do both. It makes a reliable freezer for
perishable deep-frozen food, chills the drinks for your barbeque party, and it will also keep your
provisions nicely fresh on the journey to your holiday destination. On top of all this, it looks really
stylish with its shapely black / silver housing.

Getting there is up to you - staying there is up to us!
We are inspired by those who seek freedom of nature! Travelling is the process to get from A to
B, but we help people with their Journeys - we want to give you the possibility to go out there and
do your bucket list, connect with people and nature, see things and experience more. We don't
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just want you to visit amazing places - we want you to stay.

The very best of hybrid cooling
This versatile compression cooler has the ability to both cool and freeze. The Dometic CoolFun
CK 40D Hybrid can provide tempeatures ranging from 10 °C to –15 °C while operating on AC
power, or cool up to 20 °C below the ambient temperature if powered by a 12 V battery. Offering
high energy efficiency even at extreme temperatures, it's a great choice if you're looking for a
portable 230 V cooler with excellent performance, which can also be operated using a 12 V
vehicle battery, when needed. The spacious 38 l capacity will comfortably fit 2 l bottles, while its
digital temperature display makes temperature adjustment easy. Seriously cool convenience
wherever you need it!

Not binding images and technical data.

  

Product features:  

Voltage (V): 12 - 220-240
Length (mm): 515
Width (mm): 520
Height (mm): 454
Dry weight (Kg): 22
Feed Type: 12 V - 220-240 V
Product type: Cooler refrigerator
Colour: Black
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 38
Climate class: N,T
Energy class: A+
Coolant: R134A
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